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ABSTRACT 
''MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MODERN 
STANDARD URDU" 
"Morphological analysis of Modern standard Urdu" is a 
study of the morphological structure of nnodern standard Urdu. 
This study includes five chapters dealing with various aspects 
of Urdu morphology. 
Introduction: The introduction of the present study 
gives a detailed description of modern standard Urdu. I t 
provides information about speakers of Urdu and it's 
geographic distribution. It also thrown light on the speakers of 
Urdu in India and else where. It presents the status of Urdu 
language in present context. It gives emphasis on the 
methodology adopted in the present study. 
Chapter - I: Chapter first is concerned with the 
morphological system of Urdu language. In this chapter we 
presented the detail about the morphology of Urdu language . 
In this chapter our main purpose is to define the Urdu 
morphology, that what come under the morphology of Urdu 
language. Our main concern is to describe in detail the 
morphological process of Modern Standard Urdu. The various 
morphological process of Urdu language has been given with 
examples. 
Chapter - II: Chapter second will deal with the 
inflectional pattern of Modern Standard Urdu. This is one of the 
major chapter of the study. It covers the different categories 
of inflections in detail. It takes into account the inflectional 
classification under the class of noun, number, gender and 
case. It gives a detail description of Perso-Arabic and Indie 
plural formation. 
INFLECTIONAL PATTERNS OF MODERN STANDARD URDU 
NOUNS: 
Plural formation in Modern Standard Urdu. 
Singular Plural 
klta:b 
hUkUm 
book 
order 
sabab 
Idfz 
sdxs 
mf5qSc)d 
reason 
word 
person 
purpose 
klta:be 
5hka:m 
5sba:b 
dtfa:z 
3sxa:s 
maqaisid 
books 
orders 
reasons 
words 
persons 
purposes 
Gender formation in Modern Standard Urdu: 
Masculine Feminine 
va:£Id father va:£Ida mother 
marhu:m dead (male) m5rha:ma dead (female) 
sagird student (male) saglrda student (female) 
C5rka boy carkl girl 
h8s\:r\ handsome hasl:na beautiful 
zoj husband zoja wife 
Case formation in modern Standard Urdu: 
Direct Oblique vocative 
/sagird/ student /saglrdo/ students /saglrdo/ students 
/Insa:n/ human /Insa:n6/ humans /Insa:no/ humans 
/slpahl/ soldier /sipahlyo/ soldiers /sipahlyo/soldiers 
Chapter - HI: The Third chapter is entitled "Derivational 
Pattern of Modern Standard Urdu." This chapter begins with a 
short definition of derivation. In this chapter we have discuss 
the derivational pattern of Modern Standard Urdu. In this 
chapter the derivation of adjectives from nouns, adverbs, 
verbs, verbs from nouns, and nouns from adjectives have 
been discuss. 
Ctiapter - IV: Chapter four is about the word formation 
process in Modern Standard Urdu. In this chapter we have 
discuss about the significant role of words in Urdu language. 
We have also discuss the importance of word formation 
process from morphological point of view which is one of the 
major concern of morphology, which enriches the language by 
allowing place for deriving more words. In this chapter attempt 
has been made to define the word formation process of 
modern standard Urdu with examples. 
Chapter - V: This Is the final chapter of this study presents in 
brief. The chapter wise summary has been given in this 
chapter. Very briefly it has been concluded that Modern 
Standard Urdu is one of the important language among all 
other languages, it's speakers are not only found in India, but 
out side India also. Thus, the present study have been 
summarized under summary and conclusions. 
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INTRODUCTION f l i i i M ^ 
Human language is a unique and most 
sophisticated mode of communication which is used to 
convey message from person to person. Language has a 
significant role in the society because with out language 
we cannot communicate or transfer our ideas, feelings, 
opinions and views to others. Besides, it is also a carrier 
of cultural tradit ions. So without language the existence 
of the society is hardly possible. 
"A language is a set of (f inite or 
infinite number) of sentences, each 
f inite in length and constructed out 
of f inite set of e lements." Noam 
Chomsky ( 1 9 5 7 ) 
Language has the capability to express infinite 
ideas and complex thoughts. All humans have finite or 
l imited set of words which carry to express all the 
possible expressions.Thus, the same words are used to 
express various thoughts in different contexts. 
Sometimes these expressions or words are related 
sometimes not. 
"Languages are the principal system of 
communication used by particular groups of human 
beings within the particular society (l inguistic 
community) of which they are members." John Lyons 
(1970). 
Language which is purely human related and it is 
not only a means of communication but a socio-cultural 
construct. Language is to a large extent called an 
integral part of culture and it reflects the social 
att i tudes. 
So, it is correct to say that language is the mirror 
of the culture, because it is a reflection of the social 
att i tudes. It is language which gives shape to the 
society. Hence, language within the context of its 
culture and tradit ions provides a clearer and broader 
perspective. 
"A language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols 
by means of which a social group cooperates". Bloch 
and Trager ( 1 9 4 2 ) . 
In more simple terms we can say that the spoken 
words that we utter to express our thoughts, ideas, 
desires and opinions make up language. 
India is a country of diversity, it is a land of many 
religions, cultures and languages, people belong to 
different races. I t is not surprising for a mult i l ingual 
country like India to have a mixed form of language. So 
it is diff icult to say what is the original and native 
language of India. Since the beginning people of 
different races laden with their own culture, tradit ion 
and languages, and settled down in India and organized 
their own society and life style in India. 
As mentioned above that India is a country of 
diversity where a large number of languages are spoken 
by various communit ies. The linguistic diversity is found 
in the Indian sub-continent. Population speak various 
languages, such as, Indo-Aryan (a sub family of Indo-
European), Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman and Austro-
Asiatic.Therefore, it is very difficult to say that what is 
the original language of India. Among all the above 
languages Indo-Aryan is the language spoken by a large 
number of people in comparison to others because of its 
geographical area is spread with a total of 4 9 1 , 086, 
116 speakers constituting 74 .24%, of the total 
population. I t consists of 19 languages of which 13 are 
specified in schedule VI I I of the Indian const i tut ion. 
Mainly these languages are spoken in northern, western 
and eastern areas of the country. But on the other hand 
Hindi is also one of the most dominant language which 
is spoken by the majority of the population and it is 
also the official language of India. It is spoken in Delhi, 
Haryana, Chandigarh, U.P., Bihar, Rajasthan, Himachal 
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. 
According to the 1981 census 39.94% of the 
Indian population speaks Hindi language. 
The second major language family is the Dravidian 
language family represented in India. I t consists of 17 
languages. These languages are mainly spoken in the 
southern states of India. Four of Dravidian languages 
are Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada which enjoy 
the status of Scheduled languages. There are 15, 78, 
36-723 speakers of Dravidian languages constituting 
23.86% of the total Indian population. 
The third language family is the Austro-Asiatic 
language family in India. It has 7, 705, O i l speakers 
forming 1.16% of the total population of India. 
The Tibeto-Burman language family is the fourth 
language family. It consists of 53 languages which are 
spoken in India. These languages are tribal languages 
and are spoken by 4,071,701 persons constituting 
0.62% of the total population of India. 
The census authorities of India have provided a list 
of 105 languages in which 18 languages have been 
mentioned in VII I Schedule of the Indian constitution. 
The following languages are called the Schedule VIII 
languages of the Indian constitution. 
1. Assamese 2. Bengali 3. Gujarati 4. Hindi 
5. Kannada 6. Kashmiri 7. Konkani 8. I^alayalam 
9. Manipuri 10. Marathi 11. Nepali 12. Oriya 
13. Punjabi 14. Sanskrit IS.Sindhi 16. Tamil 
17.Telugu 18. Urdu 19. Bodo 20. Dogri 
21 . Maithili 22. Santhali 
Introduction of Urdu Language: 
Urdu language is an Indo Aryan language. Urdu 
like other Indo-Aryan languages originated in and 
around Delhi at about 1193 A.D. Urdu language is 
based on Khadiboli but it is influenced by other dialects 
spoken in and around Delhi, it is an Indo-Aryan 
language developed under the influence of Arabic, 
Persian and to some extent under Turkish in South Asia. 
Urdu language is a widely spoken language, today this 
is spoken in India and other countries in the world. 
Urdu has become the cultural literary and religious 
language of South Asian Muslim Diaspora and other 
parts of the world including the United States, The 
United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, Sweden and 
particularly in the middle East. Urdu is one of the 
fourteen major languages of India, that has been 
recognized and specified in scheduled VII I of the Indian 
constitution. There are nearly 55 million Urdu speakers 
worldwide out of which 43 million speakers are found 
only in India. Sizeable number of Urdu speakers are 
found only in U.P. Urdu is the national language of 
Pakistan, and it is the second Official Language of U.P., 
Bihar and Andhra Pradesh in India. 
Urdu is a standardized register of the standard 
dialect of Khadiboli. Generally, the term "Urdu" can 
encompass the dialects of Hindustani other than the 
standardized versions. Standard Urdu has 
approximately the twentieth largest population of native 
speakers, among all languages. It is the National 
Language of Pakistan. There are 60,503,579 people 
speaking Urdu language on World total basis. 
Urdu and Hindi are called sister languages because 
both the languages share a common grammatical 
system but they only differ in their writing system and 
script. The main difference between the two languages 
is that standard Urdu is wri t ten in Nastaliq calligraphy 
style of the Perso-Arabic script and draws vocabulary 
more heavily f rom Persian and Arabic, while standard 
Hindi is wri t ten in Devanagari Script, and inherited 
significant vocabulary from Sanskrit. Therefore some 
linguists nonetheless consider Urdu and Hindi to be two 
standardized form of the same language. However, 
others classify them separately due to sociolinguistic 
differences. There is much similarity between Urdu and 
Hindi languages, therefore, speakers of the two 
languages can usually understand one another. 
Usually Urdu is spoken in Muslim dominated areas 
in India. When we are talking about the speakers of 
Muslim major i ty it is important to mention the main 
part of Uttar Pradesh where Urdu is spoken namely: 
(Lucknow). Urdu is also spoken in Delhi, Bhopal, 
Bangalore, Hyderabad and Mysore. Some Indian schools 
teach Urdu as a first language and have their own 
syllabus and examinations. India has more than 2,900 
daily Urdu News Papers. Outside South Asia, it is 
spoken by large number of migrant South Asian workers 
in the major urban centers of the Persian Gulf countries 
and Saudi Arabia. Urdu language is also spoken by 
large number of immigrants and their children in the 
major urban centers of The United Kingdom, The United 
States, Canada, Norway and Australia. 
Formality and Poiiteness in Urdu Language: 
Urdu in its less formalized register has been 
referred to as rekhta meaning "rough mixture". The 
more formal register of Urdu is sometimes referred to 
as zaban-e-urdu-e-mo'allah, the "Language of Camp 
and Court". 
The etymology of the word used in the Urdu 
language to decide how polite or refined your speech is. 
For example, Urdu speakers would distinguish between 
pan! and ab, both menaing "water" or between ddmiJ 
and mard, meaning "man". The former in each set is 
used colloquially and has older Hindustani origins, while 
the latter is used formally and poetically, being of 
Persian origin. 
If a word is of Persian origin, the level of speech is 
considered to be more formal. Similarly, if Persian 
grammar constructs, such as the izafat, are used in 
Urdu, the level of speech is also considered to be more 
formal. 
When we are talking about Persian, it is important 
to mention the level of Sanskrit. When a word is 
inherited from Sanskrit, the level of speech is 
considered to be more colloquial. 
It is supposed that Urdu language is one of the 
polished languages, a host of words are used in it to 
show respect and politeness. This emphasis on 
politeness, which is reflected in the vocabulary, is 
known as adab and to some extent as tal<alluf in Urdu. 
These words are generally used when addressing 
elders, or people with whom one is not acquainted. For 
example, the English pronoun 'you' can be translated 
into three words in Urdu the singular forms tu 
(informal, extremely intimate, or derogatory) and turn 
(informal and showing intimacy called "apna pan" in 
Urdu) and the plural form ap (formal and respectful). 
Similarly, verbs, for example, "come," can be 
translated with degrees of formality in three ways: 
aiye (formal and respectful). 
ao (informal and intimate with less degree) 
a (extremely informal, intimate and derogatory) 
Official Status Of Urdu Language: 
Urdu is one of the officially recognized language in 
India and has the official language status in the Indian 
states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Jammu and Kashmir, 
Uttar Pradesh and the capital Delhi. Urdu is spoken, 
learned and regarded as a language of prestige. Urdu 
holds a cultural and social heritage of the country, and 
it is the lingua franca in Pakistan. 
Speal<ers and Geographic Distribution 
There are between 60 and 80 million native 
speakers of standard Urdu (Khadi Boli). According to 
the SIL Ethonologue ^1999 data) Urdu/Hindi is the fifth 
most widely spoken language in the world. According to 
Comrie (1998 data) Urdu/Hindi is the second most 
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widely spoken language in the world, with three 
hundred million native speakers, after Mundari and 
possibly English. 
In Pakistan Urdu is spoken and understood by a 
majority of Urban dwellers in cities such as Karachi, 
Lahore, Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Faisalabad, Hyderabad, 
Multan, Peshawar, Gujranwala, Sialkot, Sukkur and 
Sargodha. Urdu is used as the official language in all 
provinces of Pakistan. It is also taught as a compulsory 
language up to high school in both the Urdu and 
English medium school systems. This has produced 
millions of Urdu speakers whose mother tongue is one 
of the regional languages of Pakistan such as Punjabi, 
HIndku, Sindhi, Pashto, Kashmiri, Baiochi, Siraiki, and 
Brahui. Urdu is the lingua-franca of Pakistan and 
absorbming many words from regional languages of 
Pakistan. The regional languages are also being 
influenced by Urdu vocabulary. A very large number of 
News Papers are published in Urdu in Pakistan, 
including the Daily Jang, Nawa-i-Waqt, Millat, among 
many others. 
In India Urdu is spoken in parts of Uttar Pradesh 
namely: {Lucknow and Bareilli in (J.P. ) it is spoken in 
De//7/, Bihar, Kashmir, Bhopal, Hyderabad, areas of 
former state of Mysore, Patna, Ajmer, and Ahmedabad. 
India has more than 29 daily Urdu News papers. Such 
as Safiara Urdu, Daily Salar. Hindustan Express, Daily 
Pasban, Siasat Daily, Munsif Daily and Inqilab are 
published and distributed in Banglore, Mysore, 
Hyderabad, and Mumbai. 
Countries with large number of Urdu Speal<ers are 
as follows: 
India (51,536, 111 { 2 0 0 1 } , 5.1%). 
Pakistan (10,800, 000 { 1 9 9 3 } , 7%). 
United Kingdom (747, 285 [2001 ] , 1.3%). 
Bangladesh (650,000, 0.4%). 
United Arab Emirates (600, 000, 13%). 
Saudi Arabia (382, 000,1.5%). 
Nepal (375,000,1 .3%). 
United States ( 350,000, 8%). 
Soutti Africa (170,000 South Asian Muslims, some of 
which may speak Urdu) 
Canada (156, 415 [2006] , 0 .5%). 
Oman (90,000, 2 .8%). 
Bahrain (80,000,11.3%). 
Mauritius (74.000.5.6%). 
Qatar(70,000,8%) 
Germany(40,000). 
Norway (27,700 [2006] ) . 
France (20,000). 
Spain (18, 000 { 2 0 0 4 } ) 
Sweden (10, 000 [2001] ) . 
World Total : 60,503,578. 
Urdu Speakers In India: 
In India, Urdu is spoken as a mother tongue by 
many in the central and northern States like Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar and Delhi. In Haryana it is spoken in the 
Mewat area as well as many other Urban areas. While in 
India, Urdu is related with Muslims and Muslims identify 
with Urdu. Hindus and Sikhs naturally speak Urdu 
regardless of religion especially when they have grown 
up in U.P. or in traditional Urdu speaking places such as 
Lucknow and Hyderabad. So, it is wrong belief that 
Urdu is only spoken by Muslims and Hindi is associated 
with Hindus, because languages have no religion. 
People express their ideas through language and 
language develops human culture and the culture 
creates a nation and the nation is known for its people 
who are associated with a particular language. For 
example like English which is a foreign language which 
during colonization emerged as a language of the world 
and its effect we observe now-a-days. In this way we 
can judge the importance of a language that how much 
language is important in the making of any country. 
METHODOLOGY 
The aim of the Present research work is to study 
the morphological structure of Modern Standard Urdu. 
Here our main objective is to discover the 
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morphological structure of Modern Standard Urdu as 
spoken by educated speakers in Aligarh (U.P.)-
Procedure: 
The data has been collected from educated Urdu 
speakers both males and females and also from group 
discussions with Urdu speakers, through conversation 
and informal chat, friendly interaction and also from 
Urdu dictionary. Most of the data has been collected on 
the basis of discussions with Urdu speakers, besides, 
the researcher gave emphasis at Aligarh because 
Aligarh is rich of Urdu speaking populat ion. Therefore 
for this study I have selected the Aligarh district for the 
collection of the data. The researcher is also influenced 
by the previous work which is related to morphology of 
Urdu language namely: 
Schimdt Ruth Laila Urdu grammer 
Mirza Khalil Ahmad Beg Urdu grammer History and 
Structure 
tHi:*^ ^^  
Naseer Ahmad "Urdu KI Boliyan aur 
Karkhandari Ka Imrani 
Lisaniyati Mutala". 
Data Collection: 
For Modern Standard Urdu, the present researcher 
herself is the informant and being a native speaker of 
Urdu, collected the data, with the help of different 
techniques. 
(i) Selection of speakers who belonged to Urdu 
language and speak the Standard Urdu. 
(ii) Group discussions, 
(ill) Pervious work which is related to Urdu 
morphology. 
(iv) Dairy work 
Thus, the data has been collected through the 
above mentioned techniques. In all the above 
techniques dairy work was maintained through out the 
study to record the Urdu words during the data 
collection, data has also been taken from the 
Department of Urdu, and also benefited from educated 
Urdu speakers whose background is purely Standard 
Urdu. 
Purpose of the present Research: 
The main purpose is to findout the various 
morphological process, word classes, inflections, deriva-
tions and word formation in Modern Standard Urdu. 
Here, we study and find the morphological structure of 
Urdu language. Because in Urdu morphology, we study 
about the grammar of Urdu language. 
Earlier works on Urdu Language: 
A lot of work has been done on Urdu language and 
its grammar. In all languages, grammar plays a 
significant role because languages are based on 
grammar. Without grammar we cannot express our 
sentences meaningfully. Here, attempt has been made 
to note the earlier works on Urdu language. 
Some important earlier works on Urdu language 
has been done by Grierson, S.K Chattergi, Masood 
Hussain Khan, Kelkar A.R., Iqtidar Hussain Khan and 
Mirza Khalil Ahmad Beg who contributed alot in Urdu 
language and its grammar. Some foreign writers have 
also tr ied over Urdu and its grammar like T. Grahame 
Bailey and Ruth Laila Schimdt. 
Sufficient work has been done on Urdu morphology 
few work on Urdu morphology has been mentioned 
above. 
At tempt has been made to take up all the 
important aspects of Modern Standard Urdu morphology 
as the main objective. 
Earlier works had grater canvas they had included 
for example comparison with different languages and 
also focused on all aspects of language including 
phonology and literary aspect of the language 
concerned, as a result morphology of Urdu was not 
studies in sufficient detail . I hope that the present work 
would full fill the gap and it will sufficiently satisfy 
regarding the various issues and aspects involved in 
Urdu morphology. 
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CHAPTER - I 
URDU MORPHOLOGY 
All languages have words. Words are the 
foundation of languages, and it is the principal source in 
the construction of sentences, in all languages words 
have an internal structure and consist of one or more 
than one morpheme. Thus, words play a very significant 
role in the making of the languages. 
As mentioned above that word consists of a 
number of meaningful elements and these meaningful 
elements are known by the name morphemes, 
morphemes are the minimal meaningful units of 
grammatical description. For example word such as 
{Idrka}, {Wrke}, {tdrko} and {t9r3kp9n} it consists of one 
free unit and a number of other bound forms such as {e } it is 
plural suffix {P3n} is abstract noun suffix {1} is gender 
suffix. In {Wrklya} . { l ya } is feminine gender and plural 
suffix. All these meaningful units are called morphemes. 
So, minimal units that cannot be further sub-
divided into meaningful units, such minimal meaningful 
unis of grammatical description are called morphemes. 
A systematic study of morphemes that how morphemes 
join to form words is known as morphology. Thus, 
morphology is about the structure of words and it is 
mainly concerned with the formation of words in human 
language. In this section we will discuss about the 
morphological system of Urdu language. 
From the examples given above we can make a 
broad distinction between free and bound morphemes. 
The morpheme that can stand on their own as 
independent words. Such morphemes are called free 
morphemes. On the other hand, morphemes that can 
not stand on their own as independent words. They are 
always attached to a free morpheme or a free form. 
Such morphemes are called bound morphemes. 
Therefore in Urdu almost all affixes are bound 
morphemes. Generally it is considered that free 
morphemes are the separate Urdu word forms, but 
9") 
when they are used with bound forms and the basic 
word is also involved then it is known by the name 
stem. 
For Example : 
be + w8fa + I = bew3fal 
Prefix + Stem + suffix == Complex word 
Word Structure in Modern Standard Urdu: 
According to the morphological structure of Urdu, 
there are three types of words in Modern Standard 
Urdu. 
(A) Simple Words: 
Simple words are based on one morpheme. These 
are of two types. 
( i ) Free Morphemes: Free morphemes may take 
prefixes or suffixes. Examples are given 
below: 
/p8rvah/ care 
/q8l9m/ pen 
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( i i) Fixed Morphemes: Fixed morphemes do not 
take any affixes. 
/se/ from 
/a :p / you 
(B) Complex Words: 
Complex words are based on one free morphemes 
along with one or more bound morpheme. 
For example: 
/behls/ without feeling of shame. 
/ fa: ta:da:d/ denumerable. 
(C) Compound Words: 
Compound words are based on two or more than 
two free morphemes or two free morphemes along with 
one or more than one bound morphemes. 
For example: 
/tehzi:b-o-t8m8ddUn/ culture 
/ha:zlr jawa:bl / Present minded 
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The complex and compound both the forms are 
polymorphemic. The bound morpheme in complex and 
compound words may be inflectional or derivational. 
Free Forms in Urdu: 
In Urdu there are two categories of free forms 
these are as follows. 
Lexical morptiemes: 
In Urdu, nouns, verbs, and adjectives may be 
called as lexical morphemes. Examples ave as follows. 
b8cca, b8ccl, daUrna, ghu:mna, bUra, bUrl, may 
be termed as free Lexical morphemes. 
Functional Morphemes: 
In Urdu, articles, post -positions, pronouns, and 
conjunctions come under the category of functional 
morphemes. 
For example: 
3Ur, ye, vo, P8r, se, Ko, fall under the category of 
functional morphemes. 
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Bound morphemes in Urdu: 
Those affixes which came into the bound category, 
can be divided into two types. The first one is called the 
Inflectional morphemes and the second is known by the 
name Derivational morphemes. 
Inflectional Morphemes: 
The first category that is bound morphemes these 
are called inflectional morphemes, and these 
morphemes are not use to produce new words in Urdu 
language, these are use to indicate aspects of the 
grammatical function of a word. It is used to show a 
word is singular or plural, present or past. 
For example: 
j8wab + a:t = j8waba:t answers 
singular + Plural marker = Plural form 
Derivational morphemes: 
In Urdu when we use to make new words in the 
language then we use different grammatical categories 
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from the stem. Thus, the addition of derivational 
morpheme / I / changes the adjective. bUra to the noun 
bUral. 
bUra + I = bUral 
Adjective + morpheme = noun 
Stem + derivational suffix = Noun morpheme / I / 
Morphological Process: 
The process of forming words from simple stem is 
called morphological process. According to Bloch and 
Trager (1972). 
"The devices by which the constitutuents words of 
a paradigm are differentiated from one another are 
known as morphological process". The various 
morphological process employed in Urdu are as follows 
Affixation 
Zero mo difica tion 
Reduplication 
Internal Change 
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Suppletion 
Affixation: 
The process or result of adding an affix to a stem 
to produce a complex stem is called affixation. Affixes 
may be divided into prefixes (which appear at the 
beginning of the base) and suffixes (which appear at 
the end of the base). All Urdu word forms by the 
process of affixation used either as prefix or suffix or 
both. Thus, /bew9fa/ has a prefix, but [bewBfal] has 
both prefix and suffix. But on the other hand [j8waba:t] 
has only suffix. 
Example of Prefixes in Urdu: 
/be/ 
/beka:r/ useless 
/be- Ima:n/ dishonest 
/be-x3ya:f/ unconscious 
/be-w9fa/ untrustworthy, un reliable 
/be-6d\Jl/ unfit not suitable 
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be-xata:/ sinnless 
/be-jos/ unenthusiastic 
/be-rozga:r/ jobless, unemployment 
/be-h8d/ unbounded, unlimited 
/be-xdb9r/ unconscious 
/be-s3r8m/ shameless 
/be-k8V restless 
/be-a:ra:m/ uncomfortable, discomfort 
/be-p3rvah/ careless 
/be-x9Uf/ fearless 
/be-b3slrat/ viewless 
/be-t8ka«Uf/ informal 
/be-mehn3t/ without labour 
/be-mUn5fa/ unprofitable 
/be-hls/ unresponsive 
/be-8s8r/ without taking tension 
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/be-m9Uqa/ untimely. 
/be-bUnya.-d/ baseless, ungrounded 
/be-jhi jhak/ straight forward 
/be-Izzat/ disgrace, dishonour 
/be-mlsa:^/ unique, unparalleled 
/be-Insa:f/ unjust, unfair 
/be-hlmm8t/ without courage 
/be-mdnl/ meaningless 
/be- lnt iha/ unmeasurable 
/be-zdrdr/ harmless 
/be-nazi:r/ matchless 
/be-madad/ helpless 
/be-na:m/ unnoticed 
/be-t8^8b/ aimless 
/be-m8sq/ unskilled, untrained 
/be-t3s8nn8U/ unattractive 
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/be-da:^/ spotless 
/be-dard/ merciless 
/be-s8flqa/ without manner 
/be- sUma:r/ countless, infinite 
/be-r8ng/ colourless 
/be-naqa:b/ unveil, reveal 
/be-a:b/ without water 
/be-au?a:d/ childless 
/fa:/ 
/fa:p8rvah/ careless 
/?a:ta:da:d/ countless, innumerable 
/fa:s8u:r/ unconscious 
/fa : mazhab/ not religious 
/fa : fa :n l / immortal 
/fa : ca:r/ helpless 
/fa : mehdu:d/ countless, infinite 
/ ta : I fa : j / uncurable 
/ta:mdka/ homeless 
/fa: Km/ have no Knowledge 
/^a:z9va: 1/ forever, everlasting 
/fa:dava/ without medicine 
/(a :Uba:n/ careless 
/ia:hasU/ unproductive, profitless 
/ fa:sa:n l / unique, ideal, matchless 
/ fa: j8wa:b/ excellent 
/ fa :y arz/ aimless 
/bdd/ 
/bd6 s8kV ugly, unpresentable 
/bdd mlza: j / bad tempered 
/b8d m8zah / tasteless 
/bad na:m/ defame 
/bad axfa:q/ violent, uncivilized 
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/bdd a:ma:V wrong deeds 
/bad Int lza:m/ mismanagement 
/b3d 8nja:m/ unsuccessful 
/b8d b9xt/ misfortune 
/b9d p9rhe:z/ without precaution 
/bdd t8r/ bad condition 
/b9d t8mi:z/ illmannered 
/b9d tehzi:b/ uncivilized 
/b8d ha:t/ severe condition 
/ b 3 d d l m a : ^ / silly, weak minded 
/b3d dUa/ curse, swear-wrods 
/b3d r9r)g/ colourless 
/bad n3z8r/ bad sight 
/b3d n3si:b/ bad luck 
/b9d fehja/ bad accent 
/bdd nUma/ shapeless 
/bad sUfu:kI/ ill treatment 
/b9d si:r8t/ rude nature 
/b8d nlza:m/ mismanagennent 
/na:/ 
/na:s3m8jh/ immature 
/na:a:sna/ stranger 
/na : l t t l faq l / misunderstanding 
/na: a:gah/ unknown 
/na: Umi:d/ hopeless 
/na: Insa:f/ unjust 
/na: b:an^/ minor, immature 
/na: bi:na/ blind 
/na: pa:k/ without moral excellence 
/na: palda:r/ not durable 
/na: pUxta/ temporary 
/na: p3s3nd/ without choice, without preference 
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/na: t9jUrbeka:r/ un experience 
/na: t9wa/ weak person 
/na: ja lz / illegal, unlawful 
/na: XUs/ unhappy 
/na: da:n/ without knowledge, unconcern 
/na: ra:z/ angry 
/na: da:nlsta / unconsciously 
/na: sazi/ illness 
/na: sa:d/ unhappy 
/na: sUkra/ ungrateful/unthankful 
/na: farma:n/ obey less 
/na: fehem/ foolish 
/na: Ka:ra/ unskilled 
/na: ka:m/ unsuccessful 
/na: fa:y3q/ untrained 
/na: meh3rba:n/without pity, unsympathetic 
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/na: mUmkIn/ impossible 
/na: w8qt/ untimely 
/na: h3mwa:r/ rough 
/na: ya:b/ un common 
/ba:/ 
/ba: 3d8b/ highly cultured 
/ba: i:ma:n / honestful 
/ba: haya / virtuous 
/ b a : x 9 b 3 r / conscious 
/ba: k^ma:^ / expert, skillful 
/ b a : w 8 q a : r / high status 
/ba: n8si:b / good luck 
/ba: mdza / good in taste, tasteful 
/ba: w9za / imperassive personality 
/ba: wdfa / faithful 
/ba: a:brU / respectful 
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/ba: qalda / well mannered 
/ba: qarlna/ be^have properly 
/ba: dmdl / good deeds 
/ba: s8Uq / full of emotions 
/ba: a:wa:z/ good voice, speak clearly 
Examples of suffixes in Urdu: 
/da:r/ 
/ Ima :nda : r / honest 
/w8fada:r/ faithful 
/xUsbUda:r/ good smell 
/badbUda:r/ bad smell 
/m8ze da:r/ tasteful 
/dUka:nda:r/ shopkeeper 
/I/ 
/be hayal/ without shame, shameless 
/be rehml/ merciless 
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/be hUrm8tI/ without respect 
/awa:rg l / rambling walk 
/ Ima:nda: r l / honestly 
/w3afa:da:r l / faithfully 
/ a ; t / 
/ha:<!a:t/ conditions 
/k3ma:fa: t / magics 
/ Imt lhana: t / examinations 
/sdwa:la:t/ questions 
/ j3waba:t/ answers 
/m3ka:na:t / buildings 
/na:/ 
/p\la:/ yellow, the colour of gold 
/ni fa: / blue, azure colour 
/zehrifa:/ poisonous 
/josiafa:/ enthusiastic 
/s8rmi<!a:/ shy 
/rBrigifa:/ mixture of different colours 
Zero modification: 
In Urdu tinere are some words which do not permit 
to tal<e apparently some of the inflectional suffixes. For 
example. The noun, dxba:r, dmru:d and mdrd, these 
words do not take plural suffix and the same form is 
use both in singular and in plural. It means that these 
words remain same in singular as well as in plural. 
Thus, some cases do not permit inflection of nouns for 
number, and therefore such nouns can be considered to 
have zero plural suffix. In this way this process is 
known by the name zero modification where no 
modification is made. 
Examples of zero modification 
Example: 1 
Singular Plural 
8mru:d guava 8mru:d guava 
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9xba:r newspaper 8xba:r newspaper 
m3rd man mdrd man 
Example-2 
Singular Plural 
/mSrd k8htah8I/man says /m3rd kehte h3I/men says 
/a :dml ag9ya/the man has come /a :dml ag9ye/the man 
have come 
Internal Change: 
Internal change is that morphological process in 
which there is a change within the word form. There are 
different types of morphological Process but internal 
change is one which is commonly used in Urdu 
language. In the process of internal change, there is 
internally change in the form. For example the plural 
form dffa:z (words) is formed by using the process of 
internal change. But on the other hand (fdfz) is the 
simple singular form but after the internal change it 
changes into plural form i.e. dffa:z (words). Thus, the 
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internal change takes place when the stem is combined 
with different affixes. 
Examples of internal change 
Singular Plural 
/Idfz/ word /3ffa:z/ words 
/^ar i :b / poor / ^ r b a / poors 
/ faqi:r / beggar /fUqra/ beggars 
/ha :k lm/ ruler /hUkka:m/ rulers 
/ha:?/ condition /ha:?a:t/ conditions 
/m8qs3d/ purpose /m8qa:sld/ purposes 
Suppletion: 
Suppletion can be defined as that morphological 
process in which there is an entire replacement of the 
original form by totally new form. In Urdu there are 
some words which do not take inflectional Suffixes and 
are replaced by a completely new word. 
Examples of suppletion: 
Present Tense Past Tense 
/ jana/ go /gdya/ went 
/ha i / is /ha i / are 
/m8I / I /hdm/ we 
Exa/np/e-2; 
Masculine form Feminine Form 
/Idrka/ boy /(drkl/ girl 
/m8rd/ man /9Urdt/ woman 
/b8kra/ he goat /b8k r l / she goat 
/ m U r ^ / cock /mUrXl/ hen 
Red u plica tion: 
Reduplication is that morphological process where 
a form is repeated twicely. It is one kind of 
compounding where the same form is join together. 
Reduplication is commonly used in adverbs of Urdu. 
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There are two types of reduplication. These are as 
follows: 
Total reduplication 
Partial reduplication 
Total Reduplication: 
In total reduplication the whole of the base gets 
repeated. Examples are as fol lows: 
Examples of Total Reduplication: 
khefte + khefte 
khate + khate 
sote + sote 
cdlte+ cdlte 
dhire+dhire 
bar + bar 
/khelte khelte/ playing 
= /khate khate/ eating 
= / sote sote / sleeping 
= /cdlte ca^te / walking 
/dhire dhire/ slowly 
= /bar bar/ repeatedly 
2. Partial reduplication 
In partial reduplication only a part of the base gets 
repeated. Some examples of partial reduplication from 
Urdu are as follows: 
Examples of Partial Reduplication 
cay + vay = / cay vay /tea another 
pani + vani = /pani vanl/water and others 
roti + voti = / ro t l votl/bread and others 
InfkctionaCPattern in 
Modem Standard 
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CHAPTER-II 
INFLECTIONAL PATTERN I N MODERN 
STANDARD URDU 
Inflection: 
The process of adding affixes to tine base or root of 
a word to determine and limit its grammatical 
significance. Inflection is that part of morphology which 
involves inflectional affixes. Inflections are bound 
morphemes. These are grammatical in nature. It means 
that they are grammatically significant morphemes. In 
other words, inflection may be define as to add an affix 
to the root or stem to show its grammatical category. 
This inflectional affixation is not use to produce 
new words in Urdu language, they are used only to 
indicate aspects of the grammatical function of a word. 
Noun Inflection: 
In addition to gender Urdu nouns presents the 
distinction of number and case. All the Urdu nouns are 
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inflected for two numbers i.e. singular and plural and 
three cases direct, oblique and vocative. 
Number inflection: 
There are two types of number inflection found in 
Urdu language, these are as follows. 
Indie 
Perso - Arabic 
Indie 
/ a / ending Urdu words in Indie pattern / e / morph 
is Inflected in /a / ending words of Urdu, by replacing 
/ a / with / e / in direct case. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/ghora/ horse /ghore/ horses 
/Idrka/ boy /Idrke/ boys 
In oblique case /6/shows the plurality by replacing 
/ a / with / o / . 
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For example-
Singular Plural 
/ghora/ horse /ghoro/ horses 
/Idrka/ boy /fdrko/ boys 
/kefa/ banana /kelo/ bananas 
Words that ends on consonant: 
These words do not inflect for number in direct 
case.. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/sal / year /sal/ years 
/amru:d/ guava /8nnru:d/ guavas 
/seb/ apple /seb/ apples 
In oblique case /6 / and /Y6/ is only indicate 
plurality. 
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For example: 
Singular Plural 
/9Ur8t/ woman /9Ur9to/ women 
/m9rd/ man /m9rd6/ men 
Masculine words in Urdu that ends on /!/-
These words do not inflect for number in direct 
case in Urdu language. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/ tdbahl / destruction / t3bahl / destructions 
/gan / abuse /gaf l / abuses 
/man / gardener /man / gardeners 
/Yo/ it is inflected to make plural in / I / ending 
masculine words of Urdu in oblique case. 
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For example: 
Singular Plural 
/tall/ clap /taUyb/ clappings 
/ma£I/ gardener /ma£Iy6/ gardeners 
/ t8bahl / destruction /tdbahlyo/ destructions 
Feminine Words in Urdu ttiat ends on /I/: 
Feminine words in Urdu that ends on / I / have /Ya/ 
as a plural inflectional marker in direct case. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/kUrsI / chair /kUrsIya/ chairs 
/s3bzl / vegetable /s3bzlya/ vegetables 
/tdrki/ girl /e8rklya/ girls 
/Y6/ it is inflected in oblique case in all those 
feminine words which ends on / I / to indicate plurality. 
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For example: 
Singular Plural 
/kUrsI / chair /kUrsIyo/ chairs 
/S9bzl/ Vegetable /s9bzly6/ vegetables 
/Idrkl/ girl /Ork lyo / girls 
Consonant ending feminine words have /e/ as 
plural marker in direct case. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/3Ur8t/ woman /8Ur9te/ women 
/ba: t / talk /ba: te/ talks 
/k l ta :b / book /k l ta :be/ books 
PERSO-ARABIC: 
Urdu language has borrowed some of the Perso 
Arabic-Process of plural formation in the language and 
assimilate in itself. 
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Suffixing /ait/ 
Suffixation /a : t / is used in Urdu language for tlie 
formation of plural. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/ehsas/ feeling /ehsas:at/ feelings 
/J3wab/ answer /J8waba:t/ answers 
/xdyal/ thought /x8yafa:t/ thoughts 
Suffixation of / a / with certain morpho phonemic 
changes is one of the important way of making plurals 
in Urdu language. The use of this process is limited only 
to Perso-Arabic words. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/sdri:f/ gentle /sUrfd/ gentles 
/ ^ r i : b / poor /Wrbd/ poors 
/aHm/ Knowlegable /\Jlmd/ knowledgeables 
There are many other Process which have been 
taken into Urdu language from Perso-Arabic Sources. 
The use of these process is very limited only to Perso-
Arabic words. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/hUkm/ Order /8hka:m/ orders 
/Wfz/ word /9ffa:z/ words 
/s9xs/ person /3sxa:s/ persons 
/zahir/ express /Izha:r/ expresses 
/m3qs9d/ purpose /m8qa:s ld/ purposes 
Gender: 
A grammatical category which is based on the 
forms of nouns, pronouns, adjectives and articles is 
known by the name gender. There are three kinds of 
genders: Masculine, Feminine and Neuter. But 
languages vary in the number of gender distinctions. 
Different languages have different genders, Urdu 
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language has two genders: masculine (m.) and 
feminine (f.). Morphologically gender is presented by 
certain suffixes like [a] is for masculine gender and [ I ] 
is for feminine gender. 
Gender Markers in Urdu: 
All Urdu nouns may be divided in to two groups: 
Those which are marked for gender is called "marked 
nouns" and those which have no special gender suffix 
are known by the name "'unmarked nouns". 
Marked Nouns in Urdu: 
Those nouns which ends with the masculine gender 
suffixes like [a] is masculine: 
For example: 
/b3cca/ male child 
/Idrka/ boy 
But on the other hand nouns ending with the 
feminine gender suffixes like [ I ] is feminine. 
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For example: 
/b9ccl/ female child 
/Wrk l / girl 
Unmarked Nouns in Urdu: 
Those nouns which do not end in the above 
mentioned gender suffixes are called unmarked. 
For example: 
/gh3r/ house (mas) 
/kUrsI / chair (fem) 
It has been mentioned that gender is presented by 
certain suffixes like [a] is for masculine and [ I ] is for 
feminine gender. I t can be illustrated by the following 
example. 
/ a / changes into / I / for feminine gender. 
For example: 
Masculine Feminine 
/b8cca/ male child /b8ccl/ female child 
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/ghofa/ horse /ghor l / mare 
/b3kra/ he goat /b8kr l / she goat 
Consonant ending Masculine words changes into 
/ n l / for feminine gender. 
For example: 
Masculine Feminine 
/mor/ peacock /morn l / pea-hen 
(male bird) (female birtd) 
/Ser/ lion /sernl/ lioness 
/ I / ending Masculine words changes into / d n / for 
feminine gender. 
For example: 
Masculine Feminine 
/dhobi / washerman /dhob8n/washer women 
/bh is t i / waterman /bhlst9n/ water women 
/ m a n / gardener(male) /ma?3n/Gardener (female) 
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Urdu masculine nouns of Perso-Arabic Origin 
take / a / for feminine gender. „oa Aza^/. >^  
For example : ,| f^^t:^ ' 
Masculine 
/ h a m i d / 
name of a male person 
/ v a a d / father 
Case. 
Femintne ^ 
>. // 
/ ham lda / 
name of a female person 
/ va f lda / mother 
This category applies to nouns and pronouns only. 
Certain adjectives and adverbs are also marked by this 
category for oblique singular. This category is t ight ly 
connected with number category. The number of cases 
in different languages varies from one language to 
another. For example Urdu has three cases, these are 
as follows: 
( i ) . Direct 
(ii) Oblique 
(ii i) Vocative 
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Like gender and number Urdu nouns also inflect for 
case. Description of case inflection of Urdu nouns is 
given below: 
Example - I ; 
Direct Oblique Vocative 
Singular 
Plural 
/bScca/ /b8cce/ /b8cco/ 
/bdcce/ /bdcco/ /bdcco/ 
( i ) / a / ending masculine nouns: 
Example - II: 
/ a / ending masculine nouns of Urdu take /6 / in 
oblique case and /of in vocative case. 
For example: 
Direct/Singular Oblique/Plural Vocative 
/kefa/ banana /kefo/ bananas /kefo/ bananas 
/Idrka/ boy /Idrko/ boys /Idrko/ boys 
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Consonant ending masculine nouns: 
Consonant ending masculine nouns of Urdu tal<e 
/6 / in oblique case and /o / in vocative case. 
For example: 
Direct/Singular 
/pehefwan/ 
strong person 
/bShadUr/ brave 
person 
Oblique/Plural Vocative 
/pehefwa:no/ /pehe<!wa:no/ 
strong persons Strong persons 
b8hadUr6/ brave bdhadUro/ brave 
persons persons 
/ I / ending masculine noun: 
/ I / ending masculine nouns of Urdu take /yd/ in 
oblique case and / o / in vocative case. 
For example: 
Direct/Singular Oblique/Plural Vocative 
/bh is t i / 
waterman 
/man / 
gardener 
/bhist lyo/ 
watermen 
/maHyo/ 
gardeners 
/bhist lyo/ 
watermen 
/maHyo/ 
gardeners 
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/ I / ending feminine nouns of Urdu take /yo/ in 
oblique case and /yo/ In vocative case. 
For example: 
Direct/Singular 
/man / 
gardener 
/Idrkl/ 
girl 
Oblique/Plural 
/maHyo/ 
gardeners 
/<:arkly6/ 
girls 
Vocative 
/maHyo/ 
gardeners 
/Wrklyo/ 
girls 
Consonant ending feminine nouns: 
Consonant ending feminine nouns in Urdu take /6 / 
In oblique case and /o / In vocative case. 
For example: 
Direct/Singular Oblique/Plural Vocative 
/sabzl / /s3bzly6/ /sabzlyo/ 
vegetable vegetables vegetables 
/aUr3t/ 
woman 
/aurto/ 
women 
/aurto/ 
women 
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PRONOUNS 
In grammar a part of speech used instead of a 
noun is called pronouns. Pronouns are inflected for 
nmber, gender and case like nouns, generally pronons 
do not inflect for vocative case. Pronouns have two case 
forms direct and oblique, and two numbers singular as 
well as plural. 
Pronouns can be classified into first, second and 
third person on the basis of person distinction. But on 
the other hand there is no distinction between 
masculine and feminine genders in Urdu pronouns. The 
same pronoun is use both for 'he' and 'she'. Although 
there is a distinction between proximate and distant in 
the third person. In Urdu there is a distinction between 
[he] [she] and [it] which is near or close at hand, and 
[he] [she] and [it] which is at a distance or far. 
Pronouns can be classified into the following class. 
(i) Personal Pronoun 
(ii) Demonstrative Pronoun 
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(Hi) Reflexive Pronoun 
(iv) Interrogative Pronoun 
(v) Relative and Co-relative 
(vi) Indefinite Pronoun 
(vii) Determinitive Pronoun 
(viii) Separative Pronoun 
(ix) Distributive Pronoun 
(x) Possessive Pronoun 
1. Personal Pronouns: 
Personal pronouns represents three persons: first, 
second and third person. The following table shows the 
personal pronouns for number and persons. 
Singular Nominative Oblique 
1^^ person mdl (I) mUjhe 
2"'' person tU (you) tUjhe 
3'"'^  person vo (he, she, it) Us 
ye (he, she, it) Is 
Plural 
1^^  person 
2"^ person 
3'"'^  person 
h9m (we) 
tUm (you) 
a:p (you) 
vo (they) 
ye (they) 
h8nn 
turn 
a:p 
Un 
In 
There are three second person pronouns: [ tu: ] 
[tUm] and [a:p] these pronouns have use differently. 
When we use [ tu: ] it is very intimate, [tUm] is non-
honorific and [a:p] is honrific. 
Pronouns of urdu do not distinguish gender. 
Gender is shown by other words. Such as adjective or 
verb ka/k l . 
Demonstrative Pronouns: 
In Urdu ye (this) and vo (that) are demonstrative 
pronouns. The demonstrative pronoun ye (this) refer to 
some one or some thing which is near or close at hand. 
The demonstrative pronoun vo (that) refers to some 
one or some thing which is not close or far away. 
Urdu demonstrative pronouns can be divided into 
two categories "proximate" and "remote". The third 
person pronoun vo/ye is used in Urdu as demonstrative 
pronoun. 
Direct Oblique 
Promxiate /ye / This / I s / This 
Remote /vo/ That /Us/ That 
/ye/ and /vo / these demonstrative pronouns are 
used in direct case. / I s / and /Us/ are commonly used in 
oblique case. 
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Demonstrative pronouns /ye/ and / Is / is used for 
proximate things, and for remote things we use /vo/ 
and /Us/. 
Reflexive Pronouns: 
The possessive adjective [apna] '^one's own" is use 
for the possessive forms of personal pronouns when the 
subject of the sentence shows the possession on the 
object. In Urdu language [a:p] "oneself" is a reflexive 
pronoun which s use for both singular and plural. 
For example: 
/sajld 3pnl klta:b pdfh raha hdl/ 
(Sajid is reading his book) 
/m8I Usta:d se mKUr)ga/ 
(I will meet to the teacher myself) 
Interrogative Pronouns: 
Interrogative may be define as a verb form or sentence 
which is expressing a question is known by the name 
interrogative. 
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Urdu has a lot of interrogative pronouns like l<8b, 
k8Un, kBIse, k9Unsa, kitna, k l tn l , kitne, kyo, these 
pronouns come under the category of Interrogative 
Pronouns. Some more interrogative pronouns are given 
below: 
/k9Un/ who /kab/When /k9Ise/ how 
/k lya / what /k8unsa/which /k l tna,k l tn i , kitne/how much 
The last two decline for gender and number. 
/k I tna/ declines for gender whereas /k8Unsa/ decline 
for both gender and number. 
For example: 
kItna rUpIya h8I (mas. Singular) 
kItne rUpIye h3I (mas, Plural) 
k l tn l mez h8I (Fem, Singular) 
k l tn l meze h6I (Fem, Plural) 
Reduplicative Pronouns:-
Reduplication is that process which is commonly 
found in Urdu. The Urdu pronouns are also reduplicated 
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in certain situations. For exannple the interrogative 
pronouns are frequently reduplicated when choise is 
among many. 
kaUn kaun si meze h8I 
k8Ise kOIse Insa:n hote hai 
kis kis ne khana kha Hya 
klya klya k8rna P8rta h8I 
Relative and co-relative Pronouns: 
These pronouns relates sentences with other 
sentences. In Urdu / jo / is the relative Pronoun. The co-
relative is some time expressed by/vo/. / jo / has 
alternative forms such as / j l s / and / j I n / these forms are 
both use for singular and plural. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/jls jlsne/ /jo jIn hone/ 
/jlske jlse/ /jinko jinhe/ 
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/jls se/ /jIn se/ 
The relative pronouns of Urdu has the following 
alternative forms for both singular and plural. 
For example: 
Singular Plural 
/jo jlsne/ /jo jinho ne/ 
/jls ko jlse/ /jinko jinhe/ 
/jls se/ /jIn se/ 
/ j In ma!/ / j In ma!/ 
Quantitative and Numerative Pronouns: 
In Urdu { j i tna, j i tne, j i t n i } (how much, how 
many) are used for the Quantitative Pronouns, these 
forms have also the corresponding correlative forms like 
{Utna, Utne, Utnl} (that much). 
The interrogative corresponding Pronouns are: 
{kitna, kitne, kltnl} (how much) 
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Mas/Sing Mas/Plu Fern. Sing/Plu 
Quantitative j i tna j i tne j I tnI(how much) 
Numeratlve Itna Itne Itnl(this much) 
Interrogative kitna kitne kItnI(how much) 
Indefinite Pronouns: 
The Pronouns which do not show any definiteness 
may be called as indefinite Pronouns. These pronouns 
do not decline for gender and number. In Urdu 
language / k o l / is used both as a pronouns and an 
adjective. As a pronoun, it means, "some one", ''any 
one". If the sentence is negative, it means "no one". 
Example-l 
/kol/ 
/Qhdr par kol hai/ 
(There is some one in the house) 
Negative sense: 
/ghdr par kol nahl hdl/ 
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(No one is at home) 
Example-l 
Ikdl/ many K3I Wrke aye many boys came 
/ ko l / any kol gaya anyone has gone 
/kUch/ some kUch f3rke aye few boys came 
/c3nd/ some c3nd fSrke aye some boys came 
Determinative Pronouns:-\Jv6u has the following 
determinative pronouns. I^ost of these pronouns can be 
use to make emphatic. 
Masculine 
/sab/ 
/bahUt/ 
/ I tna/ 
/Utne/ 
/sara/ 
Feminine 
/sab/ 
/bahUt/ 
/ I t n l / 
/U tn l / 
/ sar i / 
all 
many 
this much 
that much 
all 
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Separative Pronouns: 
Separative Pronoun of Urdu are as follows: 
/aUr/ others 
/ya/ or 
/SUro/ others 
Distributive Pronouns:- Urdu has the following 
distributive Pronouns. These Pronouns are given below. 
/h8r ek/ each one 
/jo kol / any body 
Possessive Pronouns:- These pronoun shows the 
Possession. Urdu possessive pronouns are as follows: 
Mas/Sing Fem/Sing 
/mera wafa/ my one /mer l waH/ my one 
Urdu has {wa^a} or {wall} added before personal 
pronouns and common nouns. 
Adjectives:- Adjective may be define as a part of 
speech used to describe or qualify a noun. Here 
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adjectives qualify nouns in Urdu. Urdu Adjectives can be 
categorized into two forms inflected and uninfected 
forms. 
Inflected forms of Adjectives: In Urdu, inflected 
adjectives includes all the adjectives ending with /a / 
inflected for number and gender. However, there are 
few exceptions like /Umda/ and /b8rhlya/ Adjectives 
like {b9ra, chota, 3ccha, f8mba, u:ca} these inflect for 
number and gender. 
For example: 
Mas/Sing Mas/Plu Fem/Sing Fem/Plu 
b8ra bdre b3rl b8r6 
chota chote choti choto 
8ccha acche acchi accho 
Plural forms are sometimes used in place of 
subject then they governed by case also. 
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Example-1: 
Direct 
Mas/Sing Mas/Plu 
Oblique 
Mas/Sing Mas/Plu 
b8ra bdre b9re b9r6 
Fem/Sing Fem/Plu Fem/Sing Fem/Plu 
barl barl barl bSrlyo 
Mas/Sing Mas/Plu Mas/Sing Mas/Plu 
3ccha dcche 9cche 8ccho 
Fem/Sing Fem/Plu Fem/Sing Fem/Plu 
dcchi dcchi 9cche 8cchly6 
Example-2: 
/b8r6 ne kaha h8I/ The elders have said 
Un-inflected Forms of Adjectives: 
Uninflected forms of adjectives do not inlfect for 
gender and number in Urdu. These adjectives ends on 
consonants with long vowels. For example / I / , 
/xu:bsur3t b8ccl/ beautiful girl. 
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Types of Adjectives 
Urdu Adjectives can be classified into four classes 
on the basis of their classification. 
Qualitative Adjectives:-
An adjective of quality shows some quality of a 
noun. Here an adjective qualify the noun and preceeds 
the head it may be termed as qualitative adjective. 
For example: 
/ca^ak tdrka/ clever boy 
/ca^ak ?8rkl/ clever girl 
/ ima:nda:r f3rka/ honest boy 
/ ima:nda:r ^3rkl/ honest girl 
Quantitative adjectives:-
An adjective of quality shows how much of a thing 
is meant. Quantitative adjective gives the sense of 
number. 
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For example: 
sari clUka:n whole shops 
k8I gae many cows 
c3nd b9cce some children 
d8s meze ten tables 
Pronominal forms :-
Pronominal forms of Urdu come under the category 
of adjective as they qualify the Urdu nouns. 
Example-1: 
merl k3UpI my copy 
mere k8pre my cloths 
tUmhara gh9r your house 
hamara seh9r our city 
ExamphZ: 
/mere c3nd 3cche k8pre/ my some good cloths 
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The demonstrative Adjectives:-
The demonstrative adjective of Urdu qualify the 
noun. Urdu demonstrative adjectives consisting of 
/ye/this and /vo/ that. 
Example-1: 
ye fdrkl This girl 
vo Idrka That boy 
Example-2: 
/ye mere c3nd 9cche k9pre/ These my few good cloths 
Some other Categories of Adjectives:-
There are some other categories of adjectives 
which are commonly used in Urdu. Urdu uses three 
participles as adjective. 
1. Imperfect or present participle form of adjectives. 
2. Perfect or past participle form of adjectives. 
3. Universal or agentive participle form of adjectives. 
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Imperfect or Present Participle form of Adjective: 
I t is formed by adding / ta / or /tahUa/ to the root 
of the verb. 
For example: 
/behta hUa pani/ Flowing water 
Perfect or Past Participle Form of Adjective:-
Perfect or past participle is formed by adding /a / or 
/ahUa/ to the root of the verb. 
For example: 
pita hUa b9cca beaten baby 
Universal or Agentive Participle Form of 
Adjectives: 
The Agentive Participle is formed by adding /\Nd\d/ 
to the infinitive of the verb. It is commonly used in 
Urdu. 
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For example: 
ane waCe nn8rd coming males 
ane wall dUrdt coming woman 
ane wafa m9rcl coming male 
Degrees of Adjective:-
Urdu language has borrowed a number of words 
from various languages the concept of degrees has also 
been borrowed from Perso-Arabic sources. 
For example: 
/t9r/ and / tar i :n / these words gives the sense of 
comparative and superlative degrees, and borrowed 
from Perso-Arabic sources. In Urdu there are three 
degrees of adjectives. 
Positive Degree: 
It is used when no comparison is involved for 
example adjective like: 
Example 
^amba 
bahadUr 
aml:r 
ca?ak 
jawan 
mota 
Umda 
- 1 
tall 
brave 
rich 
clever 
young 
thick 
good 
Example-2: 
/Umda ghSr/ good house 
Comparative degree:-
When comparing two objects or persons and 
saying that one possesses a certain quality in a greater 
degree than the other, then we use the comparative 
form of the adjective. Simply we can say that it is used 
when two objects or persons are compared. The 
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morpheme /t8r/ is the addition and it indicates the 
comparison between two items. 
Example-1 
k8m + t3r = k8mt8r inferior 
b8d + t8r = bdditdr worse 
xu:b + t3r = xu:bt9r very good 
Example-2: 
/mina rana se Idmbl hdl/ l^eena is taller than Rana 
Superlative degree:-
It denotes the highest degree of quality and it is 
used when we compare more than two objects. A 
Suffixation of morpheme / tar i :n/ gives the sense of 
Superlative degree. 
Example-1 
h3si:n +t8ri :n = h8si:nt9ri:n most beautiful 
beh+t3ri:n = beht6ri:n best 
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Example-! 
gita kfa:s ma! sabse OmbI idvWl hai 
(Geeta is the tallest girl in the class) 
Verb:- apart of speech which may fuction as predicate 
in a sentence, in other words verb may be define as, 
words which conveys an action or a state of being. Urdu 
verbs denoting action, being or becoming with some 
reference to time and manner is known as verb. 
Verb Structure :- Structurally a verb may have one of 
the following Syllabic Structure in Urdu 
Mono Syllabic 
V / a / 
Cv 
Vc 
ga 
sing 
Uth 
• 
getup 
la 
bring 
Ur 
• 
fly 
ja 
go 
Ugh 
grow 
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Cvc 
Cvcc 
Bisvll 
thuk 
spitten 
"dhUnd 
mist 
able: 
dekh 
see 
qism 
kind 
mor 
peacock 
ga-d 
dust 
vcv aja come 
cvcv bUfa to call 
cvccv tUkra Piece 
cvcvc Idtdk falling down 
CVCVC pdhuc reach 
Transitive and Intransitive verbal stem:- Urdu 
verbs are of two types. Transitive and Intransitive. 
Transitive Verbs: A Transitive verb is that verb which 
requires an object to complete it's sense. 
For example: 
/hamid a:m kha raha h3I/ Hamid is eating mango 
Intransitive Verbs: 
An intransitive verb is tinat verb whicin does 
not require an object to complete Its sense, but makes 
a good sense by itself. 
For example: 
/hamid so raha h8I/ Hamid is sleeping 
These stem can be further classified under the category 
of causative and double causative. 
Intransitive Verbal stem:-
Intransitive Causative double causative 
taf fry tdld fry tatwa to fry 
so sleep sUfa sleep sU^wa to sleep 
mor fold mora fold mUrwa to fold 
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Transitive Verbal stem:-
Intransitive Transitive Causative Double 
Causative 
cdl cdl cdla cdlwa 
to walk 
dab dab daba dabwa 
topress 
Verb Stems from nouns and adjectives: 
Besides, above mentioned discussions verb stem is 
also formed by suffixing /ana/ and /Kdrna/ to certain 
noun and adjective forms. 
For example: 
/ana/ 
glr+ana = glrana 
dab+ana= dabana 
/Kama/ 
sKal + karna = sflalkarna 
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pl ta l+ k9rna = pi ta l + k8rna 
Verbal bases: 
Urdu verbal bases can be classified into the 
following four classes. 
The Root:- Roots are the Primary base from which 
tense forms are formed. 
For example :-
/ a / come 
/ta/ bring 
/ga/ sing 
The imperfect base:- The imperfect base is formed by 
adding / ta , te , t l , and t l / ending forms are regarded as 
imperfect base. 
/ l a ta , late, la t l , l a t l , / 
The Perfect base: 
It is formed by /a , e, I and 1/ to the root of the 
verb. Certain morpho-Phonemic changes are also 
occured. 
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For example: 
f9r + a = t8ra = quarrel/sing/mas. 
?3r + e = idre = quarrel/plu/mas. 
Idr + I = (dri = quarrel/sing/fem. 
Idr + I = Idrl = quarrel/plu/fem. 
Infinitive base:-
It is formed by the addition of /na, ne, n l / to tine 
root of the verb. 
For example: 
/ana/ to come 
/rona/ to weep 
/p8rhna/ to read 
Inflectional Categories of Urdu Verb:-
Urdu verbs have the categories for Person, 
number, gender, tense, mood and aspect. 
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Suffixation for number and gender:-
The Urdu verb form agrees in gender and number 
with tiie subject. 
For example: 
/g3ya/ 
/g8ye/ 
/gayi/ 
/gayi/ 
/gata/ 
/gate/ 
/ga t i / 
/gat ! / 
Mood: 
went 
went 
went 
went 
sings 
sings 
sings 
sings 
Mas/sing 
Mas/plu 
Fem/sing. 
Fem/Plu 
Mas/sing 
Mas/plu 
Fem/sing. 
Fem/plu 
perfect 
perfect 
perfect 
perfect 
imperfect 
imperfect 
imperfect 
imperfect 
Gramatical description in verb forms which express 
a speaker's attitudes to what he is saying may be called 
as mood. There are four types of mood in Urdu 
language which is discussed below:-
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Indicative Mood: 
In indicated mood tiie verbal stem is further 
classified into three classes. These three classes are as 
follows:-
For example: 
/bofta/ speaks /bo?te/ speaks and /boixl/ speaks. 
Mas/Sing. Mas/Plu. Fem/Sing. Fem/Plu. 
bofta bo^te bofti boftl Imperfect 
bolla boCe boH boH Perfect 
bofrSha bofr8he bofr3hI bofrShI Progressive 
Infinitive mood: 
The infinitive mood is marked by the infinitive 
marker /na/ Infinitive mood shows number, gender, and 
agreement with nouns. 
For example: 
Singuar Plural 
Mas. /pehna/ to wear /pehne/to wear 
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Fern, /pehni / to wear /pehnl / to wear 
Optative Mood: 
Optative mood shows number and person 
distinction. It can be illustrated by the following 
examples: 
Singular Plural 
I^ ^ Person / jau/ let me go /jae/let us go 
ir'^Person / ja / go / / jao/ go 
Iir^Person / jae/ let him go / jae/ let them go 
Imperative Mood: 
In imperative mood the verbal stem agree with the 
second Person Pronominal form and marked by 
honorific and non-honorific expressions. 
For example: 
/kha: / non-honorific you eat 
/kha:o/ non-honorific you eat 
/kha:Iye/honorif ic You please eat 
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Voice: 
The verb stem shows the category of passive voice 
with the help of auxiliary. They also indicate number, 
person and gender. 
For example: 
PanI Plya jata hai 
KIta:b Parhl ja t i hai 
KIta:be Parhl ja t I hai 
Example-2 
/ba:d mel mitha khaya jata h9I/ after that sweet is 
eaten 
Auxiliaries in Urdu: 
Urdu verbs are conjugated in some forms by 
adding the tense marker to the root along with the 
auxiliaries. The forms of /ho/ can be shown in different 
tenses which are as follows:-
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Present {h9I h3I ho hu} Numb & gen 
Past {tha the thi t h i } Numb & gen 
Future {hoga, horige hooge hoQgl} Numb & gen. 
Tense: 
Tense may be define the use of different verb 
forms in relation to time and action. In Urdu the verb 
stems do not always inflect for tense, and it is marked 
for both auxiliaries as well. 
Tense from the Imperfect Participle:- Imperfect 
participle is used to denote indefinite tense. 
For example: 
{m91 gata hu} I would sing. 
Imperfect Participle Plus Present auxiliaries Plus 
{ t a } form is used for Present imperfect. 
For example: 
{m8I gata hu} I sing. 
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Imperfect Participle Plus auxiliaries is used for 
past perfect. 
For example: 
{m8I gata tha} I used to sing. 
Imperfect verb form /ta/form +/ho/ form with 
future tense is used for Present Imperfect form. 
For example: 
{vo kdrta hoga} he would do. 
Base of the verb + {ta} +{ho} form is used in 
contingent imperfect form. 
For example: 
{kol jata ho} If he is going or is go. 
Tenses from Perfect participle:- Indefinite perfect 
(Simple Past):-
Indefinite perfect (simple past). Perfect participle 
it self is used as the indefinite perfect (Past 
indefinite or simple past tense). 
Example-1: 
/cdla gaya/ has gone 
Verb form + /aya and ayl/ form is 
Used for indefinite Perfect tense (simple Past), 
For example. 
roya 
royi 
gaya 
gayl 
• 
wept/M 
wept/F 
Went/M 
went/F 
Present Perfect:-
Verb form + /a+ h9I/ form is used for Present Perfect. 
For example: 
/aya ii9I / has come 
Past Perfect: 
Verb form+/aya+tha/ is used for Past Perfect -
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For exmaple: 
/aya tha / had come 
Contingent Perfect:-
Verb form + /a + hu/ continous form is used for 
contingent perfect 
For example: 
/mdl cata hu/ I have walked 
Presumptive Perfect: Verb+/a+lio/ future form is 
used for Presumptive Perfect. 
For example: 
/vo aya hoga/ he would have come 
Past Contingent Perfect:- Verb+/a+ho+ta/ is used 
for Past Contingent Perfect. 
For example: 
/Khaya hota/ he would have eaten. 
Tenses from the root of the verb: 
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Imperative: Verb form + /o/ + /lye/ is used for 
imperative. 
For example: 
/ba i th, betho, bethlye/ 
Absolute Future (Simple Future).-
Verb form + future +/a/ is used for absolute future 
For example: 
/khefega/ he will Play 
Present continuous:- Verb form + raha + hdl 
Present form is used for Present continuous 
For example: 
/vo kha raha h9I / he is eating 
Past Continuous :- Verb form +raha+tha Past form 
is used for Past continuous. 
For example: 
/vo so raha tha / he was sleeping 
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Presumptive Continuous: Verb form + rah a + 
tioga. Future form is used for Presumptive 
continuous. 
For example: 
/vo Kha raha hoga/ he would be eating 
Tenses from the Infinitive 
Infinitive Obligative (Directive): Infinitive itself 
function as the form, used with the second person 
only. 
For example: 
/ I tna na Khefna/ don't play somuch 
Obligative Forms: 
Present Obligative: 
Infinitive +hdl form is used for Present Obligative 
For example: 
/ana h3I / have to come 
/jana h8I/ have to go 
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Past Obligative: Infinitive + tha form is used for 
Past Obligative. 
For example: 
/gana tha/ had to sing 
/Paml t h i / had to read 
Contingent Obligative: Infinitive + ho form is used 
for contingent obligative. 
For example: 
/ana ho / may have to come 
/jana ho / may have to go 
Presumptive Obligative:- Verb form+ hoga is used 
for Presumptive Obligative . 
For example: 
/ana hoga / will have to come 
/khana hoga / will have to eat 
Past Contingent Obligative:-
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Verb form+ ho+a form is used Past Contingent 
Obligative. 
For example: 
/ana hota / lias to come 
/jana hota / has to go 
Present Imperfect Obligative:-
Verb form + hota + h9I . Present Imperfect 
Obligative. 
For example: 
/a:na hota h3I / one has to come 
/P8rhna hota h8I/ one has to study 
Past Imperfect Obligative:-
Verb form + hota + tha Past form is ued for 
Past Imperfect Obligative. 
For example: 
/Khana hota tha / one had to eat 
/PSrhna hota tha/ one had to study 
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Verbal Forms: 
Urdu verbal forms may be divided into three 
classes: Simple, Compound and verb Phrase. 
The Simple Verb: 
Urdu simple verb consist on one main verb which 
inflects for time, Person, gender and number. 
For example: 
Verb + aspect + auxiliary 
ro + ta + h8I he weeps 
P8rh + ta + hai he reads 
The compound: 
The compound verbs of Urdu made up of two or 
more Verbs of which the last verb is inflected for 
gender, number and person. 
For example: 
Verb^+ Verb^ + Verb-^ + auxiliary 
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khel + ku:dh + cUka + h9I has been played 
Example - 2: 
sota + hUa + jaraha + tha was going sleeping 
The verbal Compounds: 
This category covers those verbal compounds in 
which there are two or more inflexible verbs. This 
category may be further divided into the following. 
With Imperfect Participle:- With Imperfect 
Participle the verb Phrases are classified in the 
following category. 
For example: 
khata aya hu coming with eating 
gate raho keep on singing 
bo^te calo go on talking 
kehtl rehtl hu keep on saying 
k8rtl ayl h8I has been doing 
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With Perfect Participle: 
With perfect participle all those examples came in 
which perfect Participles are used. 
For example: 
cdta gaya has gone 
With Infinitive: 
In Infinitive we take all those examples in which 
infinitives are used. This infinitive is inflect for gender 
and number. 
For example: 
/vo a:na c3htl h8I/ she wants to come 
/m9Ine klta:b p8rhnl cahl I wanted to read the book 
Modal Verbs: 
In modal verbs verbs are supportted by modal 
verbs. 
For example: 
k9r s8k (a, e, I) could do 
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k8r cUk (a, e, I) have done 
si:kh pa (ya, ye, yl) could learn 
Verb + Intensifiers: 
This verb intensifiers covers all those examples 
which have verb + intensifiers. 
For example: 
nlk8t p8r (a,e,I) came out 
cdl p8r (a, e, I) walk out 
kUol Uth (a, e, I) to open 
ma:r da:f (a, e, I) killed 
ro dega (a,e,I) will weep 
Verb + Absolutive: 
In verb absolutive all those compound verbs are 
together which have verb with absolutive. 
For example: 
/k3r/ root 
nkh k3r have written 
llkh kdr have written 
gakdr have sing 
phek k3r have thrown 
Adverb: 
An adverb is that class of words which precedes an 
adjective, a verb, or another adverb as qualitative or 
modifying form. 
For example: 
bahUt hasi:n more beautiful 
Modifier Adjective 
z6b9rd8stl pehna to wear by insisting 
Modifier Verb 
9cchl t8r6h Very well 
Modifier adverb 
Kinds of Adverb: 
Urdu adverbs may be categorized in to different 
categories, because of their role. These Urdu adverbs 
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includes adverb of time, adverb of place, adverb of 
direction and manner. So, they may be classified as 
(I) adverb of time 
(II) adverb of place 
(III) adverb of direction 
(IV) adverb of manner 
Adverb of time: 
It describes the time when an event or action 
occurs. In Urdu those words which show the time can 
be categorize under adverb of time. 
For example: 
/3b / now 
/K8b/ when (connective) 
/Jdb/ when (introgative) 
/tab / then 
/abh l / Just now 
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/Kabhl/ Some time 
/ j abh l / Just when 
/ tabh l / Just then 
Adverb of Place: 
Adverb of place describes the location where an 
event or action take place. In Urdu those words which 
gives the sense of place is categorized under adverb of 
place. 
Example-1: 
y3ha 
kaha 
w9ha 
here 
where (introgative) 
there 
j3ha where (connective) 
Example-2: 
y3ha betho sit here 
k8ha se a rahe ho where are you coming from 
w8ha jao go there 
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j9ha caho betho 
Adverb of Direction: 
sit any where you want 
It describes the direction of the event. In Urdu 
adverb of direction gives the sense of direction. 
Example-1: 
Idhar 
Udhar 
j idhar 
kidhar 
this side 
that side 
Which side (connective) 
which side (interrogative) 
ExampieS'2: 
Idhar baitho sit here/this side 
kldhar se a rahe ho where are you conning from?/ 
from which side. 
JIdhar caho jao 
UdharJao 
go anywhere you want/any side 
go there/that side. 
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Adverb of Manner: 
It describes how an event or action occurs; In Urdu 
adverb of manner also expresses the sense of manner 
and it is categorized under the class of adverb of 
manner. 
Example - 1: 
klst3r3h how (interrogative) 
Ust9r9h that way 
jlst8r9h any how (connective) 
Ist9r3h thus or in this way 
Examples-2: 
klst8r9h karUn how to do 
Ust9rah karo do like that 
Ist9r3h nakaro don't do like this 
jlst9r9h caho karo do it as you want 
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Post Positions: 
In this class all those words includes which occur 
after noun and pronouns and also sometimes after 
adverb. 
A list of some frequent Post-positions of Urdu is 
given below: 
For example: 
ka, ke, kl of 
ko to 
m3I in 
se from, with 
p9r on, upon, over 
sa:th with 
pa:s near 
tak till 
llye for 
nice below 
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Types of Post Position: 
Urdu Post Position may be classified into the 
different classes according to its occurrence. 
Genitive Case markers: 
In Urdu /ka, ke, k l / are genitive case nnarkers 
these post postions agrees with gender and number of 
Urdu nouns. 
For example: 
Uska gh3r his house 
UskI d3wa his medicine 
Uske f9rke his sons 
Urdu has borrowed Perso-Arabic izafat , apart from 
these post positions. 
For example: 
haya:t-e-mi:r life of mir 
dK-e-nada beloved 
ha:f-e-dn condition of heart 
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Locative Case marker: 
The Urdu Post-Positions: /p9r/, /se/ , /ne/ may be 
grouped in locative case marker because they denote 
the location of place, time, and direction. 
For example: 
gUfdasta mez pdr hdl. The flower pot is on the table 
mehma:n gh9r m9I h3I The guests are in the house 
merl f9rkl fUknoU mel rehtl h9I my daughter lives in 
Lucknow. 
klta:b kUrsI p9r h9I The book is on the chair 
Agentive Case Marker: 
In Urdu, post position /ne/ is used as agentive 
case marker, /ne/ follows the subject and preceeds the 
object and it is used in sentences with past tense. 
For example: 
f9rke ne dekha The boy saw 
f9rke ne f9rkl se k9ha The boy told to the girl 
idrWo ne k i r lk i t khefa The boys played cricket 
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b8cce ne ke?a khaya The baby ate the banana 
Dative Case marker: 
In Urdu post-position /ko/ is used for dative case 
marker, it denotes the recipient of the action. 
For example: 
b3cce ko seb de do give the apple to the baby 
a:p ko kaha jana h8I where you want to go 
kis ko du whom should I give? 
Conjuctions: 
A Conjunction is a word which is used to join words 
and sentences to maintain the balance of the sentence. 
In Urdu, conjunction play a significant role to join two 
words or clauses. 
Classification of conjunctions:-
Conjunctions of Urdu can be classified into three 
different classes. 
Mono-morphemic conjunctions: 
Those morphemes which are composed of only one 
morpheme is called mono-morphemic conjunctions. 
In Urdu (8Ur,kI,ya) came under mono-morphemic 
conjunctions. 
A list of Urdu mono-morphemic conjunctions are 
given below: 
/ya / or 
/kef that 
/aur/ 
/go/ 
/goya/ 
/v3rna/ 
and 
though 
as if 
other wise 
/agar/ if 
/ta.-ke/ so that 
/ ta :h8m/ yet 
/dlbdtta/ however 
Poly-morphemic Conjunctions: 
Polymorphemic conjunctions are composed of two 
or more than two morphmes. A list of polymorphic 
conunctions are give below: 
/kyuke/ because 
/IsHye/ therefore 
/dgdrce/ although 
/ ta:ke/ so that 
/ ta :ham/ if 
Phrasal Conjunctions: 
Phrasal conjunctions consisting of two parts and 
each part disconnected by intervening words. The given 
examples of phrasal conjunctions are as follows: 
For example: 
/8gar/if, / to / then, if 
/agar tUm aoge to ma! tUmhare sa:th cdl\Jr]ga/ 
If you will come then I will go with you. 
/agar tUm khaoge to mai bhi kha:Ur)ga/. 
If you will eat then I will eat also. 
/cahe - lekln/ 
/barls a:e cahe ole lekln mdl chatUriga/. 
whether it is rain or stones but I will go 
/cahe tUm jao ya na jao lekln mdl jaUoga/ 
If you go or not but I will go 
INTERJECTION: 
An interjection is a word which expresses some 
sudden feelings of the heart. Urdu interjection is that 
class of word which express some feelings or emotions. 
Mostly they occur in complete sentence. However, they 
can be joined with other words also. Interjection which 
occurs frequently in Urdu are as follows: 
For example: 
/8ccha/ good, well 
/ a : h / oh! 
/vaq3I / really 
/b3hUt xu:b/ very good 
According to the different senses these 
interjections can further be classified in to different 
categories, these categories are given below: 
Interjection of Amusement, Approval and Praise: 
/b8hUtXu:b/ very good/verywell 
/ xu :b / well 
/nnasa9llah/ expression of appreciation 
/vah/ appreciation 
/sabas/ well done 
Interjection of Disapproval: 
/IdhdUl vUd qUvv3t/ expression of disapproval 
/t8Ub8 t3Ub8/ expression of disapproval 
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Interjection of Surprise:-
/dccha/ good 
/vaq6I/ really 
Interjection of Grief: 
/ a :h / oh! 
/ha:e/ oh! 
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CHAPTER - I I I 
DERIVATIONAL PATTERN I N MODERN 
STANDARD URDU 
Derivation is one of the important aspect in Modern 
Standard Urdu. Derivation may be define as the process 
of adding Prefixes or suffixes to the base in such a way 
that the word class gets changed. In other words 
derivational process changes the class or form to which 
they are added. 
For example: 
Suffixes of / I / in adjective /?3mba/ it becomes 
/tdmba:!/ which is a noun. Some of the derivational 
Suffixes of Urdu are given below. 
Derivation of Nouns:-
Formation of noun from adjectives:-
In this category all those nouns are taken which 
are derived from adjectives. This derivational process 
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contains a number of morphemes which are as 
follows: 
By suffixing / g l / : Nouns are derived by 
suffixing Perso-Arabic morepheme / g l / to the 
base. 
For example: 
nara:z+gl = nara:zgl angryness 
cliva:n+ g l= diva:n gl madness 
By suffixing / h d t / : Nouns are formed by 
suffixing / h d t / to the base. 
For example: 
pi^a: + hat = Pifa:hat yellowness 
clkna:+h8t = clkna:h9t oilness 
By Suffixing / a : s / : - Nouns are formed by 
Suffixing / a : s / to the base 
For example: 
mltha+a:s= mltha:s sweetness 
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kh9t+a:s= kh9ta:s sourness 
Formation of Noun from Verb: 
Nouns are formed by suffixing morpheme to the 
Verbal base some of the frequent morphemes are given 
below:-
By Suffixing /I/ Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/I/ to the verbal base. 
For example: 
phas+I = phasi swinging position 
khas+I = khasi cough 
By Suffixing / a l / Urdu nouns are formed by 
Suffixing / a l / to the verbal base. 
For example: 
sif+al = si?al tailoring 
bUn+al = bUnal knitting 
kam+al = kamal salary/earning 
dhUf+al = dhUfal washing 
By Suffixing /3'M/ Urdu nouns are formd by 
Suffixing / a : k / to the verbal base. 
For example: 
ter+a:k = tera:k sweemer 
By Suffixing / v a / Urdu nouns are formed by 
Suffixing / v a / to the verbal base. 
For example: 
pehna + va = pehnava clothining 
dikha + va = dikhava showing 
By Suffixing /dn /Nouns are formed by Suffixing 
/ 3 n / to the verbal base. 
For example: 
dh8kk+8n = dh8kk3n cover/lid 
t8rp+3n = t9rp8n restlessnes 
By Suffixing / 8k /Nouns are formed by Suffixing 
/ d k / to adjective 
For example: 
thand + dk = th3nd3k coldest season/ pertaining 
to winter 
By Suffixing / I / a number of nouns are formed by 
Suffixing / I / to the adjective base. 
For example: 
tat +1 = tan clapping 
s9rd + I = s8rdl cold 
gU«ab+I = gUfabI pink 
Unnab+I = UnnabI purpil 
By Suffixing /pdn/Nouns are also derived from an 
adjective by suffixing / p d n / t o the base. 
For example: 
b3c + p8n = bdcpdn childhood 
bdra + p8n = bdrapdn elderness 
burha + p3n = burhapdn oldness 
sukha+ p3n = sukhap8n dryness 
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gi^ a + p8n = gU apdn wetness 
By Suffixing / p a / Nouns are also derived by 
Suffixing / p a / to the adjective base. 
For example: 
bUrha + pa = bUrhapa oldness 
mota + pa = motapa fatness 
Formation of Noun from Nouns: 
In Urdu, Noun category is formed from by another 
category of Noun by suffixing different morphemes. 
Some of this kind of morphemes are given below: 
Suffixing /I/ Nouns are formed by Suffixing /I/ to 
the noun base. 
For example: 
bhuk+I = bhuki hungry 
plyas+I = plyasl thirsty 
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By Suffixing/bdnd/ Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/bdnd/ to the Noun base. 
For example: 
gUfu + b9nd = gUlubdnd neclace 
9za:r+b9nd = 3za:rb3nd waist ribbon 
By Suffixing /cl/ Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/cl/ to tile noun base. 
For example: 
sIOp+cI = sKdpcI pot for spitten 
xazan+cl = XazancI cashier 
By Suffixing /gdr/Nouns are framed by Suffixing 
/gdr/ to the Noun base. 
For example: 
r3fU + g3r=r3fUg3r one who repair clothes 
karl + g3r=karlg8r worker 
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By suffixing /ba:n) Nouns are framed by suffixing 
/ba:n/ to the noun base. 
For example: 
mez+ba:n = mezba:n host 
d8r+ba:n = d3rba:n watch man 
By suffixing / b a : z / Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/ b a : z / to the noun base. 
For example: 
6d^d+ ba:z = d9^aba:z untrustworthy 
dhoke+ ba:z = dhokebaiz cheater 
tamase+ba:z = tamaseba:z joker 
By suffixing /fdros/ Nouns are formed by 
suffixing /fdros/ to the Noun base. 
For example. 
Itr+f8ros = ItrfBros perfume seller 
s3bzI+f8ros = s3bzIf3ros vegetable seller 
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By suffixing /xor/ Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/xor/ to the noun base. 
For example: 
s3bzI + xor = sdbzlxor vegetable eater 
gost +xor = gost +xor flesh eater 
ad8m +xor = ad9nn + xor man eater 
By suffixing / d a r / Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/ d a r / to tlie noun base. 
For example: 
kiral + dar = kiraldar tenant 
j3m3+dar = j8madar sweeper 
c9UkI+dar = C8UkIdar watch man 
By suffixing / p o s / Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/ pos / to the noun base. 
For example: 
s8bz + pos = sdbzpos green dress wearer 
mez + pos = mezpos table cover 
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n8qab+ pos = ndqabpos veil wearer 
By suffixing / d a n / Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/63n/ to the noun base. 
For Example: 
s9k9r + dan = s9k8rdan sugar container 
pan + dan = Pandan bettle container 
i<has + dan = khasdan special container 
By suffixing /da/ Nouns are formed by Suffixing 
/da/ to the noun base. 
For example: 
8r)grezl+da = 8r)grezlda one who knows english 
UrdU+ da= UrdUdan one who knows urdu 
By suffixing /saz/Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/saz/ to the noun base. 
For example: 
qanun +saz = qanunsaz law maker 
gh9rl+saz = gh9rlsaz watch maker 
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jaf+ saz = jaC+ saz cheater 
By suffixing / a n i / Nouns are formed by suffixing 
/ a n i / to the nouns base. 
For example: 
tUf+anI = tUfanI stormy 
laf+ ani = fafani immortal 
rUh+anl = rUhanl spiritual 
Derivation of Adjectives: 
In derivation of Adjectives we will discuss all those 
adjectives which have been derived from different 
grammatical categories by suffixing morphemes: 
Formation of Adjectives from noun: 
In formation of adjectives from nouns we will 
encircle all those adjectives which are mainly derived 
from nouns by suffixing the following morphemes. 
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By suffixing /I/ to the noun stem to form the 
adjective. 
For example: 
Noun + Morpheme = Adjective 
Paklsta:n + = Paklsta:nl 
one who live in pakistan 
hIndUsta:n + = hIndUsta:nI 
one who live in india 
asa:n + = nsa:nl 
one who knows language 
By Suffixing /a/ to the noun stem to form 
Adjectives. 
For example: 
Noun + Morpheme= Adjective 
sUkh + sUkha dry 
bhig + bhiga wet 
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By Suffixing /na:k/ to the noun stem to form ttie 
adjectives. 
For example: 
Noun + Morphene = Adjective 
8fsos + na:k = 8fsosna:k sadful 
s9r9m + na:l< = S3r8mna:l<shameful 
d8rd + na:k = d8rdna:k painful 
By suffixing/mdnd/to ttie noun stem to form the 
adjectives. 
For example: 
Noun + Morpheme = Adjective 
z9rUr3t + m3nd = z9rUr8tm8nd needy 
dqdl + m8nd = 8q8tm8nd wise 
^airat + m8nd = >^air8tmand self 
respecting 
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Formation of Adjective from Adverb: 
In this category we will discuss all those adjectives 
which have mainly formed from adverbial bases. By 
suffixing different morphemes: 
By suffixing /la/ to the adverbial base 
For example: 
Adverb + morpheme = Adjective 
s3rml + ?a = sdrmHa shy 
The above word /s9rmKa/ is used only for 
masculine gender and for singular number. 
By suffixing /O./ to the adverbial base. 
For example: 
Adverb + Morpheme = Adjective 
s8rml + II = sarmKI shy 
The above word is used for Feminine Gender and 
for singular number. 
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By Suffixing /(e/ to ttie adverbial base. 
For example: 
Adverb + Morpheme = Adjective 
s8rml + te = s9rmKe shy 
The above word is used for l^asculine gender and it 
is used for Plural number. 
Formation of Adjectives from Verb: 
In this category we will discuss all those Adjectives 
which have been derived from verbal bases by suffixing 
different morphemes. 
By suffixing / a w n a / to the verbal noun stem to 
form adjectives. 
For example: 
Verb + Morpheme = Adjective 
6dr + awna = ddrawna dreadful 
The above word is used for masculine gender and 
it is used for singular number. 
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The morpheme / a w n l / inflects for gender and 
number. 
For example: 
Verb+ Morpheme = Adjective 
cl3r + awnl = d8rawnl dreadful 
The above word is used for feminine gender and it 
is used for singular number. 
The morpheme / a w n e / inflects for gender 
and number. 
For example: 
Verb+ Morpheme = Adjective 
d3r + awne = d9rawne dreadful 
The above word is used for masculine gender and 
it is used for plural number. 
Derivation of Verbs: 
In Urdu derivation of verbs from other grammatical 
categories is not very common. Therefore, in certain 
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cases we do not find some of the examples where verbs 
are derived from noun stems. 
Formation of Verb from Noun: 
As mentioned above, that formation of verbs from 
noun is not very frequent phenomenon in Urdu, 
therefore, few examples of this kind is being discuss 
below: 
By suffixing /lyana/ to the noun base. 
For example: 
Verb + Morpheme = Adjective 
b8t + lyana = b3tlyana talkative 
Derivation of Adverb 
In derivation of adverb we will discuss all those 
adverb which is derived from other grammatical 
categories by Suffixing different morphemes. 
Formation of Adverb from Noun:-
In this category we will discuss all those adverbs 
which have been derived from Urdu nouns, by suffixing 
different morphemes. 
By suffixing /dn/ to the noun stem: 
For example: 
Noun + morpheme = Adverb 
q9sd + 3n = q3sd6n deliberately 
Intlqam + 3n = Intlqam9n revenge 
By suffixing /tdn/ to the noun base: 
For example: 
Noun + Morpheme = Adverb 
Ibdra + t3n = Ib3rat3n verses 
Ib3d8 + tan = Ib8d8t8n worship 
Compounding: 
Compounding is one of the important elements in 
derivational pattern, it may be define as, when two or 
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more than two stems join together to form a new stem 
then the process is l<nown by the name compounding. 
In compounding the complex word can be formed from 
smaller words. In other words we can say that when 
two words or free forms are added with one another to 
form a new word this new word or form gives a new 
meaning it is known by the name compounding. In this 
process nouns, verbs and adjectives are added with one 
another to get a new or compound word. 
For example: 
ial+qllB = talqUa 
bad+sUrat = badsUrat 
bad + na:m = badna:m 
redfort 
ugly 
defame 
xaUf+na:k = xaufna:k dreadful 
wafa+da:r = wafada:r faithful 
sUbah+sam = sUbhasam morning and evening 
Word Tormation in 
Modem Standard 
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CHAPTER - IV 
WORD FORMATION I N MODERN 
STANDARD URDU 
Words play a great role in the formation of an 
attract ive language. There is no existence of language 
without words. So, words are the basic unit in any 
language. The morphology of language deals basically 
with the morphemes and their distr ibution into words. 
Thus, words have a very significant role in any language 
because with the help of words we can make a large 
sentences. Hence, words are the principal source to 
make up language. In this way word formation is one of 
the major concern of morphology. A large sentence 
consists on more than one word, because some times 
the only one sentence is not suffif icient to express our 
ideas emphatical ly. 
For example urdu words such as / k l t a : b / , / kUtUb/ , 
/ m r k t u : b / these words are derived from perso-Arabic 
root / k l t a : b / . / k l t a : b / is a single word but this word has 
different derivational forms. In such cases the addition 
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of certain affixes to the root /k l ta :b / created different 
classes of words. The study that how to derive word 
from a single word comes under the branch of word 
formation. Here attempts have been made to present 
the word formation process in Urdu language. 
Affixation: 
The most important method of word formation is 
known as affixation i.e. by adding a prefix or a suffix to 
a base. 
Process of affixation may be divided into 
prefixation and suffixation. In prefixation the affix is 
added before the base, but in suffixation the affix is 
added after the base. The affix itself may be a prefix or 
suffix. In Urdu all the two processes of affixation are 
bound. Urdu is rich in prefixes and suffixes because it 
has borrowed a number of prefixes and suffixes from 
perso-Arabic sources. 
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Pre fixation: 
Examples of Perso-Arabic Perfixes 
/be/ 
be+ba.-k = beba:k straight forward 
be+ha: i = beha: I painful, impatient 
/fa/ 
fa + mUha«a = lamUhaia at any rate 
ta+fa:nl = fafa:nl immortal 
/bdd/ 
bad + ha: I = badha: i bad condition 
b8d+nasi:b = b3dnasi:b misfortune, unlucky 
/kdm/ 
k8m+z3rf 
k8m+tar 
= k8mz3rf 
= kamtar 
not wise 
inferior 
Examples of Indie Prefixes: 
/na:/ 
na:+ka:m = na:ka:m unsuccessful 
na:+da:n na:da:n without knowledge 
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/be/ 
be+ddrd = bed8rd unsympathetic, 
witout pain 
be+rehem = berehem merciless, cruel 
Suffixation: 
Suffixation of Urdu may be divided into Perso-
Arabic suffix and Indie suffix. Examples ^vo. as follows: 
Examples of perso-Arabic Suffixes: 
/deh/ 
a:ra:m+deh = a:ra:mdeh comfortable 
t8kCi:f+deh = tdWiifdeh painful 
/da:r/ 
wc'fa+dair = w9fada:r faithful 
i :ma:n+da:r = i:ma:nda:r honest 
Examples of Indie suffixes: 
/i^:/ 
josi+fa: = josifa: enthusiastic 
5drm'\+ta: = sdrmlla: shy 
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Borrowing: 
Urdu language has borrowed a number of words 
from other languages with which it comes into contact, 
Urdu language Is basically an Indo-Aryan language and 
its vocabulary is largely of Indo-Aryan origin. It has 
borrowed a number of words from different languages 
and assimilated in itself. A large number of words which 
are related to religion, food, clothing and fruits, etc. 
have been taken from Arabic, Perso-Arabic, Turkish, 
English and from European languages. 
Perso-Arabic Words: 
A large number of perso-Arabic words have been 
assimilated into Urdu vocabulary. Sometimes these 
words have been borrowed directly from Arabic and 
Turkish, and included in the vocabulary of Urdu 
language. 
Examples of Perso-Arabic Words: 
/mUxa.-nf/ against 
/ba :d / air 
/xa:na/ house 
Examples of Turkish Words: 
/xa : tu :n / lady 
/xdzaincl/ treasurer 
/ba:varcl/ cook 
European Words: 
Like many other Indian languages Urdu has also 
borrowed a number of European words. For example 
oxygen, nitrogen, computer, metre, volt etc. These 
words help in speaking the ideas of new scientific world. 
Phonological Modification in the Process of Word 
Formation: 
In phonological modification the phonological 
pattern of a word is simplified. This mechanism helps in 
simplifying the borrowed words, and it becomes a 
necessity because of the confined nature of a native 
speaker that develops in his/her early age. In the 
process of phonological modification there is a 
modification in sound system. 
For example: 
haspata: I = Hospital 
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k8pta:n = captain 
Morphological Modification in the Process of Word 
Formation: 
This mechanism also helps in the simplification of 
borrowed expressions. In the process of morphological 
modification there Is a modification in the word which is 
borrowed from foreign expressions. 
For example: 
Isku.-C+o = Isku.'Co schools 
fICm+6 = ficmo films 
Abbreviated Expressions are Important in the 
Formation of Words: 
Abbreviated expressions are used to make a word 
shorter and for reducing the time. It is used in both the 
ways either in speech or in writing. Some examples of 
abbreviated expressions are given below: 
ficci ficci 
radar radar 
unisef unisef 
unisko unisko 
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Formation with WAW-E-ATF (Conjunctions) and 
witti Izafat (Enclitics): 
In Urdu the rule of conjunction (waw-e-ataf) is 
based on Persian style of word formation, it is 
considered that a word may conjunct with antonym or 
synonym with the help of waw-e-atf. This rule is also 
applicable with enclitics (Izafat). 
Formation with waw-e-aft (Conjunction) 
ser-o-sUx5n poetry 
Insa:n-o-h5Iva:n humans and animals 
f lkr-o-^am tension 
l8b-o-lehja accent 
Formation with izafat (Enclitics) 
hUsn-e-si:r8t good nature, ideal nature 
c8sm-e-b3d wicked sight 
sa:m-e-y3m evening of sadness 
sava:f-o-j9wa:b question and answers 
Blending: 
Blending is a new word developed in the borrowing 
situation in this situation both loan words and loan shift 
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mechanisms are involved. Sometimes language users 
borrowed words from other languages and use them in 
their own language. 
For example: 
Loan base Urdu form Blended form 
Council s5la:mtl saia:mtl council 
bank a:CmI a:CmIbank 
Loan Creations: 
Loan creations are those forms which are created in 
the target language which is based on loan concepts. 
With the help of loan creation we can create words 
because of the need to match the existing demand. This 
loan creation helps the language users for creating new 
expressions by seeing the demands. Hence, loan 
creation is helpful in any language, because it is the 
one which can coin new expressions in Urdu language 
or in any other language to full fill the needs and to 
match the existing concepts of the language in a new 
context. 
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For example: 
xUd^arz selfish 
dehs8tg8rcl millitant 
In the above mentioned examples equivalent 
expressions are taken from perso-Arabic sources . 
Reduplication: 
Reduplication is also one of the important process in 
the formation of words. Reduplication is that process 
where forms are repeated twicely, it may be complete 
or partial. There are two types of reduplication found in 
Urdu. 
Complete Reduplication: 
In complete redupiicaton the whole of the base gets 
repeated. 
Examples of complete Reduplication: 
dhote+dhote = dhote dhote washing 
kha:te+kha:te = kha:te kha:te eating 
dhi:re+dhi:re = dhi:re dhi:re slowly 
ba:r+ba:r = ba:rba:r again and again 
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PartiaI Reduplica tion : 
In partial reduplicaton only a part of the base gets 
repeated. 
Examples of partial Reduplication: 
tare + vare = tare vare stars and other 
panl+vanl = pani vani water and other 
rot l+vot i = roti voti bread and other 
khate+pite = khate pite eating and drinking 
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CHAPTER - V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present investigator believes that "Modern 
Standard Urdu" is geographically distributed all over north 
India. Almost the same areas which are also called Hindi 
speaking region. However, it can be safely said that Urdu 
speakers are sporadically distributed in Western as well as 
Southern India. For the Purpose of the present work the 
researcher has not only recorded the speech of some 
educated north Western Indian Urdu speakers but also 
recorded and analysed her own speech as Modern Standard 
Urdu. 
Urdu Morphology has been dealt with different 
sections in order to facilitate its analysis and study. It has 
been observed that Urdu uses a large number of 
Morphological Processes for various grammatical and 
derivational exercises. In addition, it has been observed 
that educated speakers not only use pure indie forms in 
inflected words but also perso-Arabic forms as well. 
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The core of the thesis is dealt with under the heading 
of "Inflectional patterns of Modern Standard Urdu." A 
detailed study has been made of various parts of speech 
and the related inflectional categories it has been noted that 
indie patterns are frequent as well as Perso-Arabic pattern. 
Nouns, Pronouns, Adjectives all inflect for number, gender 
and cases. The inflections not only distinguish Urdu 
morphology from standard Hindi but also from English and 
Arabic language. 
The present thesis has highlighted the distinctiveness 
of Urdu morphological pattern in relation to verbs, verbs are 
very complex in Urdu as far as the inflection and 
distribution is concerned. Urdu verb phrases are unique in 
this respect that not only the main verb but the auxiliary 
verbs as well inflect for number, gender, mood, and case. 
These are governed by the number and gender of subject 
noun or object noun depending upon the intentions of the 
speaker. 
Urdu verbal phrases are unique in the sense that some 
of them have perso-Arabic roots but take Indie inflectional 
suffixes parallel to other verbs in the language. Very large 
number of Urdu words are derived with the help of Prefixes 
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and suffixes. Infixes are not found in "Urdu derivations", 
though internal modifications are common. 
Urdu word formation also includes compound words 
of Urdu and has a very large number of compound words 
and these words are obtained with various process. The 
unique feature of Urdu compound words are Izafat and 
WAW-ATAF conjuctions. This distinguishes Urdu 
vocabulary from other indie languages including Hindi. 
Thus, in short we can say that Urdu Morphology is not 
only distinguished by unique vocabulary but also by certain 
inflectional and derivational processes. Compound words 
are also unique as they are found with perso-Arabic Process 
where as the root words in them are essentially indie in 
nature. 
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